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Cocaine users are often stopped for

Question: Cocaine can cause increased sensitivity to light, so the driver can see ______. A.) Blurred B.) Shadows around objects C.) Halos around bright objects D.) Color lights around objects Get the correct ANSWER halos around bright objects. Question: The person using cocaine has the illusion of being awake and encouraged, ___.
A.) although physical reactions are impaired. B.) and they drive only when they think it's safe. C.), although he continues to drive with caution. D.) and are rarely detected by police officers. Get the correct ANSWER, although physical reactions are impaired. Question: About one of ____ young drivers believes that the use of recreational
drugs such as marijuana, cocaine, speed or ecstasy does not affect their driving. ◄ About one of _____ young drivers believes using recreational drugs such as marijuana, cocaine, speed, or ecstasy does not affect their driving. ➾ About one and how many young drivers believe that drugs do not affect the driving there A.) Seven B.) Ten
C.) Five D.) Eight Get the correct answer Eight question: Stimulants like cocaine and caffeine __ in the central nervous system and increase excitability and the likelihood that the driver will take unnecessary opportunities. A.) Stimulant B.) Depress C.) Neutralize Get the right answer Stimulating question: Cocaine users may experience
chest pains, heart attack, sudden death from respiratory or heart failure and stroke. A.) TRUE B.) FALSE Get the correct answer TRUE Question: ___ like cocaine and amphetamines, affects a person's perception, mood and duration of attention, and can make a person over-trust in themselves and take more risks behind the wheel. A.)
Stimulants, B.) Hallucinogens, C.) Depressants, Get the correct answer stimulants, Question: Stimulants are designed to stimulate the central nervous system. A.) TRUE B.) FALSE Get the correct answer true stimulants like amphetamines, cocaine, etc. stimulate the central nervous system. Question: Cocaine users are often stopped _.
A.) weaving B.) speeding C.) not signaling D.) running red light Get the correct answer for speeding Question: The overall effects of cocaine use include _________ . A.) anxiety B.) nausea C.) tremor D.) all this Get the correct answer to all the above question: The overall impact of cocaine use on include_______. A.) extreme changes in
B blood pressure.) increased hearing C.) increased respiratory rate D.) all above get the correct answer to all the above question: ___ is the second most widely used illicit drug in the United States. A.) Cocaine B.) Speed C.) LSD D.) Marijuana Get the right answer Cocaine Question: Cocaine is the second most commonly used illicit drug
in the US) TRUE B.) FALSE Get ANSWER TRUE Question: ___ is considered a stimulant drug. A.) Peyote B.) Analgesic C.) Cocaine Cocaine MDMA Get the right answer cocaine Question: Cocaine affects driver by______. A.) increased aggression B.) create hostile behavior C.) distorts the decision-making process of drivers D.) all
above get the correct answer to all of the above question: Cocaine affects the driver's s_______. A.) reality image B.) reaction time C.) increases impulsive behavior D.) all of the above. Get the correct answer to all the above questions. Question: The overall effect of cocaine is _______. A.) Fatigue and chest pain B.) Hallucinations, chest
pains, and severe anxiety C.) Headaches, stomach aches and fatigue D.) Clear vision, headaches and stomach pains Get the correct answer for hallucinations, chest pains and high anxiety Question: Long-term effects of cocaine _the short-term effects. ◯ The long-term effects of cocaine are ____ short-term effects. A.) Just as
dangerous as B.) Very different from C.) More dangerous than D.) Less dangerous than Getting the right answer Just as dangerous as the question: The most dramatic effect of cocaine on driving is vision. A.) TRUE B.) FALSE Get the correct ANSWER TRUE Question: The most dramatic effect of cocaine on driving is ___. A.) Due to
higher anxiety level B.) Possible seizures C.) Due to irritability D.) The question for vision get the right answer to vision: abuse of of_______have has been associated with the neurotransmitter dopamine. A.) cocaine B.) amphetamine C.) alcohol D.) all of the above. Get the correct answer to all the above questions. Question: Higher doses
___ cause twitching, irritability, panic, heart attack and death. A.) Dramamine B.) heroin C.) cocaine D.) marijuana Get the correct answer cocaine EXPLANATION: The short-term effects of cocaine are increased alertness, body temperature, heart rate, and talking. They can also pre-twitch, tremor, irritability, panic, seizures, stroke, heart
attack, coma, and death. Question: Short-term use of _____ can lead to twitching, tremor, irritability, panic, attack, stroke, heart attack, coma and death. A.) cocaine B.) acetaminophen C.) codeine D.) A and C Get the correct answer cocaine EXPLANATION: The short-term effects of cocaine are increased alertness, body temperature,
heart rate and spoken language. They can also pre-twitch, tremor, irritability, panic, seizures, stroke, heart attack, coma, and death. Question: People who smoke cocaine are at risk of breathing problems such as bronchitis and pneumonia due to irritation and inflammation of the tissues of the respiratory tract. A.) TRUE B.) FALSE GET
THE CORRECT ANSWER TRUE TRAFFIC SCHOOL COURSE, DEFENSIVE DRIVING ONLINE, PERMIT TEST, DATA, drug and alcohol test, drivers Ed course, DMV exam question and answers. All replies were confirmed as correct and useful. Page 2 Insurance premiums fluctuate significantly by country due to such as rural and
urban drivers, the percentage of uninsured drivers, local living standards and hazardous weather conditions. To take a closer look at the cost of state insurance, InsuranceQuotes.com has just published a report measuring average premiums using information from the largest insurance carriers in each state. He also created an average
driver: a man who works and drives a sedan in 2012 has a bachelor's degree, an excellent credit score and the validity of insurance. Most expensive: #5 Louisiana Insurance Premiums for drivers living in Bayou state are 33 percent higher than the national average. Most of Louisiana is a rural area, which means lower crime rates, fewer
cars, less congestion and fewer accidents. But Mike Barry, a spokesman with the nonprofit Insurance Information Institute, pointed out that the state ranks high when it comes to natural disasters such as hurricanes that can damage vehicle flooding, falling trees or debris throwing high winds. Most expensive: #4 Delaware Delaware
residents have car insurance premiums that cost 41 percent above the national average. CarInsurance.com states that his State has low liability claims for personal, personal injury and property damage insurance. It's also near the bottom of the national list when it comes to auto theft in the state. But Delaware has a fairly dense
population. It's also close to two of the worst cities in the nation when it comes to auto accident rates: Washington, D.C and Baltimore, Maryland - which can also play a role. Most expensive: #3 New York Empire State auto insurance premium rates are 42 percent higher than the national average. Metro's New York region has some of the
highest population density in the country, so it's no wonder it also has high auto thefts and collisions. Residents of the New York area of Brooklyn have the second highest car insurance premiums in the country (Detroit is the first). In fact, residents of one particular Brooklyn zip code pay 151 percent more than the average premium
payment in other parts of the state. However, some other factors may be playing out. Insurance Information Institute's Mike Barry said Metro New York is still facing the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy in 2012, and claims of flooded vehicles could still affect prices today. Most expensive: #2 rhodes It may be the smallest state, but Rhodes
has one of the highest car insurance premium costs in the country. They are 45 percent above the national average. The state capital of Providence is one of the best cities in the nation when it comes to auto collision rates. And about 15 percent suggest the island's roads cars are uninsured, driving rates for people who have insurance.
Most expensive: Michigan What happened to Michigan? Average annual cost of car insurance state is a staggering 136 percent above the national average. According to InsuranceQuotes.com, there are several factors. Michigan is the only state where car insurance covers unlimited life personal injury protection, so this is the main reason
why car insurance is so expensive in Michigan, Laura Adams, the company's senior analyst, said in a press release. Because younger people are injured more often in auto accidents than older drivers, covering the cost of medical expenses in life could easily climb into the million-dollar range, added Lori Conarton, communications
director at the Insurance Institute of Michigan. Another issue is the unusually high number of Michigan drivers without insurance. InsuranceQuotes.com said some calculations say about half of drivers in Wayne County, where Detroit is located, do not have auto insurance. No wonder, then, that coverage in Wayne County costs 45 percent
more than the Michigan State average. Cheapest: #5 Wisconsin in a predominantly rural state means less parking and less traffic, and that helped Wisconsin keep its auto insurance costs 28 percent below the national average. While rates in the state's largest city, Milwaukee, are the state's most expensive and nearly double what most
Wisconsin drivers pay, the state capital of Madison is one of the best cities in the country when it comes to low auto collision rates. Cheapest: #4 Maine in Maine's relatively small and mostly rural population allows car insurers to keep costs 33 percent below the national average We have several large urban areas, so we have lower
overall traffic problems, and we don't have hail or tornadoes, Jeffrey McDonnell, president of Maine. The Association of Insurance Agents, recently Insure.com. McDonnell also noted that Maine is one of the largest insured drivers in the U.S., so we have more people sharing the risk. Maine was recently added to the cheapest states when
it comes to the 20 best-selling vehicle permits for 2015. The state also has one of the lowest motor vehicle theft rates in the U.S. the least expensive: #3 Ohio in a partially rural state is just one factor that helped keep Ohio's auto insurance rates 33 percent below the national average. However, intense competition between state insurance
companies is certainly different. Insure.com, citing state data, says that more than 670 car insurance carriers do business in a state that is second only to illinois. Ohio continues to be a strong defender of its citizens and has a strong insurance department that remains at the forefront as times change, Jeannine Giesler, president of the
Professional Independent Agents Association of Ohio, told the website. This can be obtained from independent agents, which are highly competitive. Cheapest #2: Idaho with its own car insurance 37 percent below the national average, Idaho has the cheapest car insurance in the western U.S. A recent Insure.com a survey said that the
average premium in Idaho is about half of what a driver would pay in Montana and a few hundred dollars below the average fare in Oregon. Being mostly rural, the state really keeps those car insurance rates. However, Insure.com also noted that only about 7 percent of Idaho drivers are uninsured, compared to the national average of
about 13 percent. Cheapest: #1 North Carolina leading the list with the cheapest car insurance in the country, North Carolina has premium costs 41 percent below the national average. The State of Tar Heel has some obvious advantages. As InsuranceQuotes.com, it's mostly rural. However, as the North Carolina Insurance Commissioner
says on the state Insurance Department's website, the state also sets a cap on car insurance rates, and insurance companies compete by offering discounts below the ceiling. In fact, competition to sell insurance for the lowest auto premiums is intense. According to InsuranceQuotes, North Carolina insurers offer more than 2,000 different
types of auto insurance discounts, an uncharacteristically high number. Source: Pat check the information below ► Excellent driving record can't reduce your car insurance rates ► How a driving record affects car insurance premiums
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